
DATE:  February 10, 2020 

KIND OF MEETING:  Budget Work Session 

PLACE:  District Office Conference Room 

 

MEMBERS PRESENT:  

Paul Gilmore 

Mark DeCoste 

    Phalon Miner 

    Steven Bartlemus 

    Bryan Trombley 

    Shirley Durnin 

   

ABSENT EXCUSED: Trevor Finley 

       

 Mr. Gilmore, President, called the meeting to order at 6:00 PM and led the Pledge 

of Allegiance.  Si Board of Education members were present for tonight’s meeting.  

    The focus of this evening’s budget work session is to continue with the Budget 

Development for the 2020-2021 school year. 

Mr. Tousignant, our Business Manager distributed handouts illustrating different 

scenarios with projected tax rates.  The first handout that was given showed how the 

school taxes are affected when there is a town wide reassessment.  The next handouts 

showed 5 different scenarios starting with our current budget and then over the next 5 

years projected for revenues, expenditures and weather this will result in a surplus or 

deficit for the year. The handouts also showed revenue breakdown and the expenses. 

Scenario 1 is based on going out at the tax cap with a tax increase of 3.5%.  In this 

scenario we would be in a deficit fund balance position. Scenario 2 showed a breakdown 

of 20%, 7.5% and a 3% over the next 3 years.  It takes care of the first 2 years but in the 

3rd year we are back into a deficit using fund balance.  All examples have the same 

expense all that is changing is the amount of increase funding we would be looking for in 

the tax levy. Scenario 3 has less of an impact in year 1 but keeps the increases higher for 

all 3 years.  It keeps us in a positive fund balance at least thru the 2024 year although we 

would still have minor operating deficits in the first year and by the 3rd year you would 

have an operating surplus.   It doesn’t really replenish any of our fund balance or 

reserves.  It just keeps us at a status quo over the 3 or 4 year period. Scenario 4 is based 

on a 20%, 15% and 10% ratio.  This would total the same percent as in the last scenario 

but would be more beneficial to the district in being able to rebuild reserves earlier and 

one of the benefits is the ability to handle our cash flow without doing borrowings and 

without having to hold payments that are costing us money.  The last example scenario 5 

is based on a 25%, 12.5% and 7.5%.  This is the most beneficial to the District. It is a 

quicker drop off to further increases.  This would be the quickest to rebuild our reserves.  

We would be in a surplus in the first 3 years and we have an overall fund balance 

throughout the scenario.  A handout was also given to show the increase in taxes based 

on each scenario.  
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 The Board opened the meeting for Public Comment.  The question was asked why 

did we wait so long to increase taxes?  The response was that we were trying to maintain 

an affordable rate.  Also students came into the District who have special needs and this 

costs the District $50,000 per child. Many of these children came into the District after 

our Budget for the year had been approved.  Health Insurance, student needs, Special Ed, 

Foster Care costs and using our Fund Balance contributed to us working at a deficit. 

 A motion was made by Mr. Trombley, seconded by Ms. Durnin, and passed 

unanimously to adjourn the meeting at 8:00 PM. 

 All Board members present voted yes – motion carried. 

 

            

       Helen Yelle, District Clerk 

       N.A.C.S. Board of Education 

 

 


